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Introduction 

Satellite component hardening requirements in the early 
1970's led to the development of the enhanced energy sharing 
concept (EESC) for optical mirror coatings.' 1 ' The idea was 
to increase the survivability of aluminum ooated fused 
silica mirrors to prompt energy deposition by interposing a 
thick layer of beryllium between the aluminum and the 
substrate. Separating the materials of higher 2 by the low 
Z beryllium redistributes the deposited heat load over a 
larger volume and reduces the maximum temperature in the 
aluminum film. Theoretical analyses of heat transfer during 
and after an energy input pulse supported this concept and 
subsequent above-ground and underground tests confirmed the 
greater survivability of this mirror design. 

In the sections that follow we give an insight into the 
physical mechanisms responsible for nuclear radiation 
deposition and temperature rise. This is followed by a 
review of calculations of melt fluence for several mirror 
constructions taking into account only the dominant 
deposition mechanisms and heat flow. 

Radiation Interaction 

X-rays are the radiation of primary Interest to our 
investigation, and the photoelectric effect is the primary 
interaction process. Given in Fig. 1 are the photon cross 
sections of aluminum with the contributions from the photo -
electric effect, Comptpn scattering and absorption and pair 
production indicated.' ' He are interested in the energy 
range 1 to 15 keV and thus from the figure we can neglect 
the Compton and pair production contributions without 
serious error. 

The Incident x-ray photons will continually generate 
photoelectrons as the photon flux passes through the mirror 
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Materials. These photoelectrons will continuously be 
brought to rest by the stopping power of the medium. Dellln 
and HaeCalluir*' have calculated the electron-to-photon 
ratios (net current) for several materials as a function of 
photon energy. These ratios are of the order 10~ 5 for Be to 
10~ 3 for Au for the 1-15 keV range and are a measure of the 
x-ray incident energy deposited as heat. The trajectories 
of these photoelectrons will be approximately isotropic 1 3' 
with a range of the order of a micron for Be to a few 
angstroms for Au for 1-15 KeV photons, Fig. 2. This 
interaction distance Is comparable to or less than the 
typical mirror layer thickness. The electron stopping times 
are estimated to be 10-100 psec which are short compared 
with the incident photon pulse widths (10-50 nsec). 

Damage to the mirror would be possible if the deposited 
heat increases the temperature of any layer (e.g. Al 
coating) beyond its melting or sublimation temperature. We 
will use this melt fluence as the criterion for evaluating 
the EESC designs. 

We gain physical insight into the effects of heat flow 
and the EESC from a few elementary calculations. For 
simplicity we will neglect secondary photoelectrons as was 
done by Dellln and MacCallunr 3 ' and others. This is not 
believed to be a serious omission. A measure of the x-ray 
deposition energy can be Judged from the x-ray deposition 
depth given by 

X n • 1'wPi 

where p and p are the mass absorption coefficient and 
density, respectively, of the material of concern. v has 
units of cm /gm and p units of gm/cm3 so that the x-ray 
deposition depth has units of length. X D is the material 
thickness required to attenuate the x-ray fluence by 1/e. 
The larger the X D value the more transparent the material to 
x-ray radiation and thus less x-ray attenuation per unit 
depth. 

The heat conduction of the material can be Judged from 
the thermal diffusion length L K at end of the x-ray pulse 
T(sec), and is given by 

L k - (Tk)'2, 

where k Is the thermal diffuslvity, 
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k - -L- cB 2/sec. 
PC 

Here K is the thermal conductivity In watts per centimeter 
per degree kelvln (W/caK) and C is the specific heat In 
Joules per gram per degree kelvln (J/gaX). The units of L k 

will also be length. For a given pulse width the 
temperature will decay to 1/e its initial value in the depth 
L k. The smaller the L k the steeper the temperature 
gradient. 

Values of Xp and L k are given in Table 1 for several 
mirror Materials subjected to one keV blackbody radiation in 
a 10 nsec pulse. Let us consider a mirror with a 75 m Al 
layer on a 0.5 co thick fused silica substrate and a 1000 nm 
Be layer In between. From the table we see that the x-ray 
deposition will be about the same In the Al as In the fused 
silica and about ten times that In the Be. The temperatures 
of the Al and SlOg are expected to increase due to the 
radiation effects. The temperature of the Be will be less 
affected because of its Increased x-ray transparency. 
Com,-ruling the L k values, the Al and Be are thermally closely 
coupled but the fused silica Is relatively Insulated. 
Physically, the heat generated in the Al layer can diffuse 
Into the cooler and massive Be layer. Likewise the heat 
generated in the fused silica substrate will diffuse Into 
the cooler Be layer. Without the cooler Be layer the 
combined heat In the Al layer and fused silica substrate 
might be sufficient to melt the Al. With the Be layer in 
place it acts as an efficient heat sink saving the Al layer 
from destruction by melting. The results of a more exact 
heat flow calculation and supporting experiments are given 
below. 

Also shown in Table 1 are data for Si, a possible heat 
sink material, and Au and Ag, possible reflecting 
materials. Comparing the L k and X n values for Si and Be we 
see that Si is expected to be an inferior heat sink layer 
relative to Be. The high 2 layers of Au and Ag are expected 
to have lower melt fluences than Al because of their larger 
absorption values. These observations are verified by 
detailed calculations. 

The 5ESC was experimentally verified in 1974 by above 
ground, ACT, simulation tests and underground tests, UGT. 
The AGT, conducted by the Lockheed Palo Alto Research 
Laboratory, demonstrated that coatings with the design 
Al 20 3(15O nm)/Al(70 nm)/Be(1000 nm) on Si0 2 had a relative 
x-ray hardness at least six times that of an AK70 nm) layer 
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TABLE 1 

Table 1. Typical x-ray dep 
diffusion lengths for a Al/ 
keV blackbody incident x-ra 

approx. 
aass 

Mat'l. density 
p(gn/cm3) 

absorption 
ji(cm2/gm) 

Al 2.71 1000 

Be 1.86 100 
sio 2 2.2 1500 

Si 2.33 1000 

Au 18.88 2000 

Ag 10.5 1500 

sition depths and theraal 
e/S10 2 airror and a 10 nsec, 1 
pulse. 

raal deposition 
fuslvlty depth 
(ca2/aee) X D(nm) 

diffusion 
length 
L k(nm) 

0.86 3.700 930 
0.122 53,000 660 
0.0013 3,000 36 
0.92 14,300 960 
1 .21 260 1 ,100 

1.71 6t0 1 ,310 



on S10 ?. This same EESC coating when tested aa part of the 
KING BLADE UCT, waa ranked the beat and showed no damage at 
any of the radiation levels to which they were exposed. The 
A120? overcoat was added to protect the Al layer. 
Calculations 

For aonoenergetlc x-rays the spatial deposition is 
given by 

F e exp (-ux) ' o 
.2, where u is the mass absorption in cme/g and x is the 

material thickness in g/c« . The radiation dose, D, is the 
deposition per unit depth, and is given by 

D - - -SI- - u F 0 exp (-yx). dx 
In general, we are concerned with a spectral 

distribution of x-rays such as those shown in Fig. 3 for 
blackbodies at 1 , 5 and 15 keV. The radiation dose is found 
by integration over the energies and depths of interest as 
follows 

, • / £ 
(E) F 0 (E) exp [-P (E) x] dE 

i'° (E) dE 
dx. (1) 

The D1 integral can be evaluated to different accuracies uising several codes, i.e. GENRAT of Aerospace Corporation, 
BUCKLE and SANDYL of the Sandia National Laboratory. We 
have done this for blackbodies of temperatures 1, 2 and 4 
keV using the Aerospace Corporation code GENRAT. The code 
BUCKLE has been used in a few cases. 

The solution to Eq.(1) is the source term A(r,t) for 
the thermal diffusion equation. These heat-flow effects are 
calculated using the Aerospace Corporation code DEAP. The 
cbde DEAP evaluates 

2 1 dV A(r,t) 
V V - , (2) 

k dt K 
where V Is the instantaneous temperature, k is the thermal 
dlffusivity, and K is the conductivity. The combined, 
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GENRAT/OEAP code calculates the coupling of the x-ray energy 
into the material and the redistribution of this energy with 
tlae via heat flow, both during and following the x-ray 
pulse. Energy redistribution by electron transport Is not 
included. To include this effect would require a aore 
complex code. 

Using GENRAT/DEAP we have aade a paraaetrlc study of 
the EESC for several alrror configurations using Be or Si as 
the heat sink Material and either Al, Ag or Au as the 
reflecting layers, all on 0.5 ca thick fused silica 
substrates. For each case a 150 na Al^Oj protective outer 
layer was added. 

The parametric space is defined in Table 2. Pulse-end 
temperature profiles are shown In Fig. 4 for a 75 nm Al 
layer and a 1000 nm Be heat sink.. The incident x-ray pulses 
are 1, 2, and 4 keV, each 10 nssc long. For each fluence 
the Al layer is Just at its aeltlng teaperature (660°C). For 
1, 2 and 4 keV blackbody radiation in a 10 nsec pulse the 
melt fluences are about 0.7. '-'.5, and 11 . ̂  cal/om , 
respectively. As time progresses, there will be thermal 
equilibration among the various layers; this time history is 
indicated in Fig. 5 for the case depicted In the preceding 
figure. The Al layer will initially cool then gradually 
warm up as heat flows from the fused silica. 

Shown in Fig. 7 are the temperature profiles for a 125 
nm gold reflecting layer with a 1000 nm Be heat sink. A 150 
nit AljO^ protective layer has overcoated the Al. These 
curves correspond to blackboaies with fluence of about 0.2 
cal/em . With SI substituted for Be as the heat sink 
material (Fig. 8) the Belt fluence for the gold is about 0.1 
cal/em . This lowered melt fluence is due primarily to the 
shorter x-ray deposition depth of Si relative to Be (Table 
1). Continued redistribution of heat will occur by 
transport of energy from the warmer regions to the cooler 
regions. Shown in Fig. 6 are the Al and fused silica 
temperaures asymptotically approaching the Al melt 
temperature. This curve corresponds to an incident fluenne 
of about 0.6 cal/cm for the 1 keV-10 nsec blackbody. 

Fig. 7 is the temperature depth profile at pulse end 
for a 125 nm gold layer over a 1000 nm Be heat sink and a 
150 nm A1 20, protective over layer. The Incident fluence of 
about 0.2 cal/cm is sufficient to reach melt temperature of 
the gold layer (1060°C). Late-time heat redistribution was 
not calculated for this coating design. Fig. 8 Is the depth 
profile for the same coating as Fig. 7 except Si has been 
substituted for the Be heat sink. For Fig. 8 the incident 
fluence to reach melt is about 0.1 cal/em . This lower aelt 
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TABLE 2 
Table 2. Parameter space for vhloh aelt fluenoe was I 
calculated. Coaaon to each calculation were the 150 na • 
AlgO? outer layer and the 0.5 ca SiOj substrate. 

Blackbody temperatures: 1, 2, 4 keV 

Pulse widths: 10, 20, 10 nsec 
Reflectors: Al (75 na). As (125 na), Au 

(125 na) 
Sink: Be or Si 0.250, 500, 1000, 2000, 

5000 nm 
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fluence Is due primarily to the shorter x-ray deposition 
depth of SI compared with Be (Table 1). 

Fig. 9 Is the aelt fluence for a 1 keV blackbody on a 
75 nn Al layer with a 150 na AljOj ovtrcoat as a function of 
Be and Si thickness. For the low 2 Al the SI la not an 
efficient heat sink as indicated in the figure. For Be 
thicknesses greater than about 1000 na (1 alcron) the Belt 
fluence Is relatively Independent of Be thickness. For 1000 
no Be the aelt flusnee for a 10 nsec 1 keV blaekbody Is 
about 0.7 oal/ca. This is about 3.5 x the Belt fluence 
without the Be layer. These data are consistent with the 
AGT and UGT data. 

Based on the GENRAT/DEAP calculations the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

e For each reflecting aaterlal (Al, Au, Ag) the aelt-
fluence, F B- l t, Is enhanced 2x to 5x by the 
insertion of the Be layer. 

• For each reflecting aaterial (Al, Au, Ag), F B e , t Is 
approximately Independent of Be thlokness for t > 
1000 no. 

e For t > 1000 no, F
B - l t Increases with pulse width. 

This Is related to Increased thermal diffusion. 
• For given Be thickness and pulse width, F_ e l, 

increases with blackbody temperature. This follows 
fro.: the absorption coefficient which decreases 
approximately as (energy) -^. 

• For both Be and Si layers with t > 1000 no, F B e l t 

decreases with increasing atomic number of the 
reflective layer. This would be expected because of 
larger u values. 

• Fmelt l s B r e a t e r f o r B e t n a n f o r s l r o r a 1 1 

thicknesses and pulse widths. This ls because of 
the x-ray transparency of Be compared with SI. 

Summary 
The d e t a i l e d a n a l y s e s u s i n g the GENRAT/DEAP codes and 

AGT and UGT e x p e r i m e n t s v e r i f y t h a t t h e EESC w i l l 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y i n c r e a s e the s u r v i v a b i l i t y of mirrors t o 
prompt nuc l ear r a d i a t i o n . T h i s h e a t s ink c o n c e p t l s be ing 
t e s t e d for o ther r e f l e c t i n g c o a t i n g d e s i g n s , for example , 
d i e l e c t r i c enhancement s t a c k s on A l / B e . 

•This work was performed under the auspices or the U.S. Departaent of Energy 
by Lawrence Liveraore National Laboratory under contract No. V-7*05-ENG-J)8. 
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Figure Captions 

1. Photon cross sections Tor aluminum In the range of 0.1 
keV to 100 MeV. 

2. Schematic of photoelecIron trajectories. 

3. Spectral distribution of 1, 5 and IS keV blackbody 
radiation and mass absorption spectrum for aluminum and 
bcryllium. 

1. Pulse-end temperature profile for Alg0,/Al/Be mirror 
subject to 1,2 and 1 keV blackbody id nsec pulse. 

5- Time history of temperature In the different mirror 
layers. 

6. Asymptotic behavior of Al and fused silica substrate. 

7. Pu 1 ;iO-enci lompcraturc pro.Vllea !'or AlgO^/Au/Be mirror. 

8. Pulse-end temperature profile for Si heat sink 
substituted for Be, Fie- 7. 

1. Melt fluonce for a 1 keV blackbody on Al^u,/Al/Ue or SI 
mirror . 
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